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WHITE PAPER

INTRODUCTION
YourKiss Token is a decentralized BEP20 community-driven dating token, to bring
scam free dating platform along with options of passive income deploying on
binance smart chains for the first time to bring passive feature income hardcoded
into our contract to top until it reaches a threshold. This factor implies that users or
the project's team built on the Binance Smart Chain network will be extremely safe
and rewarding on the spot for long-term holders and a chance for them to find
their love. It is a platform that values our users' monetary investments and time, as
evidenced by its tagline, " More inReturn". By keeping our word, we hope to fulfill
our promise to make your investment worthy. We have a community channel on the
iRC undernet network.
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VISION
The best recognizable effect, we feel, is when members enter the market, earn and
find love because we believe that finding love should be free. It will be
overwhelming for novices to the decentralized organic framework. We emphasize
cultivating a stage that will construct an emblematic astronauts' adventure
experience while additionally giving decentralized and passive income features
that will entice newcomers to stay, whether as dealers or stage customers. We
recognize that, by enabling this environment, we must also support the current
vertical model's reasonableness. Our foundation intends to be risk-free by
providing a secure or trustworthy environment. Our vision is to bring love with a
twist of crypto passive income options and no compromise on the safety and
confidentiality of the token holders and users' data. We aspire to launch a platform
in the future both on the play store and app store to bring the love one step closers
to you.
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MISSION
We intend to satisfy our vision of a sound climate by making a reliable climate for
peers by keeping up the standards and protocols of our community ad bringing the
best for them to educate themselves and take a step further into the professional
domain. We are not reluctant to execute changes to our arrangement for
everyone's benefit of our local area of incorporating cryptocurrency and dating.
We aim to launch a token with rewards expect to develop and acquire an after of
forthcoming clients are upheld vigorously by our promoting efforts to our loyal
users. We will present a platform that would be transparent and scam free.
YourKiss's purpose is to provide a secure environment for exchanging valuable
crypto while remaining decentralized and getting continuous rewards by HODL
tokens in their wallet. We are grateful to the holders who will assist us in
significantly expanding our business, and we will continue to develop this
environment to bring steadily more invested persons to the stage.
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BENEFITS
Our platform intends to provide the following benefits to our investors:

Reduce turbulence

Reward the holders

Avoid market manipulation

Fully flexible

Protecting the holders from whale
manipulation

Drastically reduce price volatility

Safe and secure
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YOURKISS ECOSYSTEM
DECENTRALIZED PLATFORM
YourKiss is a community-led platform that people make for the people. Our users
can decide on the network's development plans. It boosts the organization's
transparency and makes it less prone to shark manipulation. Fairer service can be
provided by decentralizing platform administration and resources. Our token can
also be exchanged or converted to fiat currency without involving any third party or
central organization. Cryptocurrency's decentralization is what makes it
trustworthy.
The Benefits of Decentralisation are
Subordinate Motivation
Expansion and diversification.
Making quick decisions.
Efficient Communication.
Ease of Expansion.
Better Supervision And Control.
Satisfaction of Human needs.

DEFLATIONARY TOKEN
YourKiss is a hyper-deflationary token that is empowered by BSC. It is a hyper
deflationary symbol whereby every time a symbolic trade takes place, falls in
absolute stock. Deflationary has a cycle that allows you to decrease the price
supply of a token, such as burning the deal or buy-back and burning. It is a
deflationary coin with a clever staking system and a strong framework for marking.
Staking is the means to hold assets in the money wallet of cryptography.
Customers profit depending on the arrangement they choose from their
speculation. Some companies, like day by day or every year, want to explore.
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OUR WORKING PROTOCOLS
BINANCE SMART CHAIN
Binance is one of the most well-known cryptocurrency blockchains in the industry
right now. Binance has created Binance Chain, a blockchain network with a variety
of features. Binance Chain was designed specifically for use with the Binance DEX.
Its goal was to speed up transactions to binance. Smart Chain (BSC) is a
blockchain network that allows smart contract-based applications to be executed.
The following are some advantages of the Binance Smart Chain:
Low transaction fees of as little as one cent
Cross-chain Defi techniques that improve Defi interoperability
High performance with a network capable of producing a block every 3
seconds
Cross-chain Defi mechanisms that increase Defi interoperability
A supportive Binance ecosystem that funds and bootstraps many Defi projects
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OUR WORKING PROTOCOLS
HOW OUR ECOSYSTEM WORKS?- OUR
THRUST SYSTEM FEATURES
We are here to make it easy for all age groups and enjoy entering our Platform and
making dating scams free with the touch of earning rewards, and they would not
feel regret. We work on the BSC blockchain, which provides numerous benefits,
including smart contract safety and confidentiality, low gas fees, and the fastest
block time.
Our Platform is decentralized to the core, and affordable is its cost. YourKiss is
BSC-operated automatic liquidity and burns tokens, allowing users to stake
rewards and giveaways.
Our ecosystem works in 4 domains:
1-BURN
2-REDISTRIBUTION
3-LIQUIDITY
4-MARKETING AND DEVELOPMENT
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BURNING
The decision to burn tokens is vested in the developer team of the coin by acting
upon the strategy of sending cryptocurrency tokens to a wallet with no access key.
Without the private key, these tokens cannot be accessed and lost forever. We
intend to save our Platform from sharks and whales by burning a sure 40.01 % of
our token supply every time someone buys our token. This protects our ecosystem
from crashing and attacking sharks and whales.

LIQUIDITY LOCKED
Every trade contributes towards auto-generating liquidity that goes into multiple
pools used by exchanges. The token developers can engage in the famed "rug pull
if liquidity is unlocked." Our Platform offers our users a liquidity-locked system by
locking a 10% from the distributed token supply. Liquidity is locked by delivering
liquidity pool (LP) tokens to a time-lock smart contract for 360 days on pancake
swap. Developers cannot recover funds from the liquidity pool unless they own LP
tokens. This gives investors assurance that the token developers will not abscond
with the liquidity funds. It is now standard practice for all token creators,
distinguishing a fake currency from a legitimate one.

REDISTRIBUTION and REWARDS to Holders
We want to present a platform for participants to earn passive income. Along with
the revolutionizing crypto market, we tend to have a unique set of token
distributions where every platform user would not feel left out. That's why out of
our circulating supply we distribute 17.05% tokens to holders, 6% rewards will be
put into a wallet which will distribute among the holders.

MARKETING AND DEVELOPMENT
One of our mission is to bring reforms to the Platform from time to time and not just
leave the platform development after launching it for public use; that's why we
have inbuilt marketing and development budget. We are not offering presale or
ICO to the buyer but also setting aside a 0.5% for marketing tax of the Platform for
updating it and expanding our community on a greater level for fulfilling the
marketing strategies we have planned.
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BUYBACK
We are launching a platform where we are also addressing the 2% auto buyback
feature which is one of our strategies to reassure our users of the stability and
increasing token value of our token. In this way, we will also be reusing our token
back into the marketing and development of our platform and into the circulating
supply as well.
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TOKENOMICS

TOKEN DETAILS

TOKEN PLATFORM
YOURKISS
TOKEN NAME
YOURKISS
TOKEN SYMBOL
$YK
TOTAL SUPPLY
100,000,000,000,000
CIRCULATING SUPPLY
100,000,000,000,000
DECIMAL

HOLDERS
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TOKENOMICS
TAX
Marketing
0.5%
Auto Buyback
2%

Rewards
6%

DISTRIBUTION OF TOKEN
Distribution Token
17.05%

Metamask
42.92%

Burn
40.01%
Liquidity Lock
10%
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ROADMAP

1- Hype Campaign
2- Private Presale
3- Pancakeswap launch
4- Pancakeswap Liquidity
360 days Lock
5- 100 Telegram Members
6- 20 Token Holders

1- Team building
2- Whitepaper
3- Social media channels
4- Website Launch
5- Contract deployment
6- 40.01% Token Burn

1- Full TechRate Audit
2- Poocoin Application
3- Deploy YOURKiSS
on BSC
6- Add 3 Trading Pairs
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